
Summary of the brainstorming session on Aademi Culture23 January 2013--------------------------------------------------------(Based on notes by Nutan Limaye and Varsha Apte)Attendees:----------Madhu VinjamurRaja MohantyC P NarayanR B SunojShiv PrasadViren SethiAli ContratorVarsha ApteN BallalA SanyalHNS BiswasSwati PatankarSahana MurthyUday KhedkerSridhar IyerN RangarajVivek Pandey (PhD sholar 3rd year MEMS)Milind SohoniNutan LimayeIshan Srivastava (Gse Aad Affairs (UG))S PatwardhanDMDIntrodutory remarks--------------------The goal for this ativity is to go beyond individual efforts.For that we need better understanding of reality.The main fous of the first session is "us" the faulty, what ourpereptions are. We hhould take key deisions in this session so thatation is sustained and gets broad partiipation. For that we must reah outto all faulty, and also interat with students and the administrationwhere neessary. 1



a) Extra-urriular ativities---------------------------Uday (presentation):More options available for students however the time is limited. Many"offiially-blessed" ativities. A holisti approah needed to aountfor time spent by students in aads+ativities+plaement+TA work.This may be primarily a sheduling problem. Shedule should be madewhih aounts for all this time.Disussion:Milind: Extra-urriular ativities should be systemati endeavourstowards betterment of self. However, typially students are spetators/onsumers and not generators. Viren Sethi(?) mentioned that there isa lot of peer-pressure to partiipate in various ativities whih weakstudents suumb to. They are not good at those ativities plus lose outon aademis. Ballal mentioned that extra-urriular ativities often putmore pressure on students than the aademi ativities.b) Effetive teahing------------------Sahana (Presentation):We (the faulty at IITB) + available researh an together beome ourknowledge base. To tap on this, make small videos/doumentations ofteahing methods that worked and reate a database, organise workshopsfor new faulty with follow ups (as opposed to one shot workshops)and explain the effetive teahing methods well-known in the eduationliterature.Disussion:DMD and Madhu talked about their experienes whileteahing large lasses -- dividing the lass into small groups worked. Alsofixed seating plaes in large lasses worked. Sridhar talked about hisexperiene. The idea of "muddy points" worked. Organizing demos not veryeffetive, instead ask students to predit and then demonstrate.Varsha mentioned that she tried "fous groups"-- fixed plaes forfew students every lass. Sunoj mentioned that using FaeBook to onnet withstudents worked for him. Varsha mentioned that her experiment withuse of piazza was a suess. The idea of giving time in and out of lasshours and making interations informal emerged. Also, monitoring eah others2



lasses, question papers was suggested. HN suggested mentoring of newfaulty. Creating a brohure (effetive teahing 101) for new faultywas suggested. The idea that take help from the institute but also beready to "do it ourselves" also emerged.C. Large lasses:-------------Patwardhan (presentation):- Institute level mandate exists to split lasses- Splitting should be applied uniformly aross departments- Issues like grade ompatibility aross instrutors need to be takledDisussion:Common grading should be performed aross split lasses.(Complete details of disussion were not noted)Postsript:-----------The issue of student demotivation ould not be disusseddue to lak of time. Hene it was suggested that we have a seondsession to disuss it.DMD mentioned that we would also have to deide on a planfor initiating sustainable ativity on various aspets of theaademi ulture and outlined a possibile plan.
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